
CONSTRUCTING MODULES OF FINITE PROJECTIVEDIMENSION WITH PRESCRIBED INTERSECTIONMULTIPLICITIESGREG PIEPMEYER AND PAUL ROBERTS1. IntroductionThe interest in intersection properties of modules of �nite projective dimensiongoes back to Serre's de�nition of intersection multiplicities, where intersections forsmooth schemes are de�ned using homological functors. Serre de�ned the intersec-tion multiplicity for two �nitely generated modules M and N over a regular localring A of dimension d as follows: if M and N satisfy the condition that M 
A Nhas �nite length, then their intersection multiplicity is�(M;N) = dXi=0(�1)ilength(TorAi (M;N)):One of the conjectures concerning this multiplicity (proven by Serre [13] in thegeometric case and later by Roberts [10], [11] and Gillet and Soule [4], [5] in themixed characteristic case) was the vanishing conjecture, which stated that ifdim(M) + dim(N) < dim(A);then �(M;N) = 0:It was later asked to what extent this would hold if the condition that A be aregular local ring were dropped and replaced with the condition that M have �niteprojective dimension. The �rst counterexample to this generalized conjecture wasconstructed by Dutta, Hochster, and McLaughlin in [1]. More recently, in answeringa question of multiplicities over Gorenstein rings, another example was constructedby Miller and Singh in [8]. A similar example had been suggested by Kurano [7],but he did not actually construct a module with the required property.These examples answered the question on the vanishing conjecture but gave noidea why or where such examples existed. In Roberts and Srinivas [12], a generaltheorem was proven on the existence of examples of this type, examples that includethe above and many more. However, while this in a certain sense explained whythese examples exist, it gave no idea as to how to construct them. The constructionof examples using this method is the topic of this paper.2. The setupIn this section we describe the situation in which the theorem of Roberts andSrinivas applies and modules of �nite projective dimension with given intersectionmultiplicities are shown to exist. 1



2 GREG PIEPMEYER AND PAUL ROBERTSLet R be a graded ring for which R0 is a �eld and R is �nitely generated over R0by R1. All graded rings will be assumed to have these properties. In this situationone can de�ne a projective scheme X = Proj(R). We assume that X is a smoothvariety.Before proceeding, we recall some facts about Chow groups and K-groups thatwe will need.2.1. Chow groups. For any scheme X of �nite type over a regular scheme, theChow group CH�(X) is de�ned to be the group of cycles modulo rational equiva-lence. There are two cases of special interest here, and we describe these in moredetail.If A is a Noetherian ring, then for each integer i � 0, we let Zi(A) be the freeabelian group on the prime ideals p of A such that the dimension of A=p is equal toi. For each prime ideal q with dim(A=q) = i+ 1 and for each f 6= 0 in A=q, de�nediv(f;A=q) =X length(A=(q; f))p[A=p];where the sum is taken over all prime ideals p such that dim(A=p) = i (this sumis �nite). The component of dimension i of the Chow group, CHi(A), is then thequotient of Zi(A) by the subgroup generated by all div(f;A=q) for all such q andf . If A has dimension d, then CHd(A) is the free abelian group on the componentsof Spec(A) of dimension d. If A is an integrally closed domain of dimension d, thenCHd�1(A) is isomorphis to the ideal class group of A.The other case of interest is where R is a graded ring over a �eld and X is theassociated projective scheme. In this case the description is similar except for twomajor di�erences:(1) Zi(X) is generated by graded prime ideals p with dim(R=p) = i+1 (so thatthe projective subscheme de�ned by R=p has dimension i).(2) The relation of rational equivalence is de�ned by setting div(f;R=q) = 0,where q is a graded prime ideal and f is a quotient of two homogeneous poly-nomials of the same degree. Thus f = g=h, and div(f;R=q) = div(g;R=q)�div(h;R=q) is zero in CH�(X) (but neither div(g;R=q) nor div(h;R=q) isnecessarily zero in CH�(X)).Note that in the case in which R is graded and X = Proj(R) there is a mapfrom CHi(X) to CHi+1(A), where A is the localization of R at its graded maximalideal, induced by the inclusion of the set of graded prime ideals into the set of allprime ideals of A.For X = Proj(R) there is an important operator called the hyperplane sectionon CH�(X); we denote this operator h. It is de�ned as the map from CHi(X) toCHi�1(X) that sends a generator [R=p] to div(R=p; x), where x is any homogeneouselement of R of degree 1 that is not in p. It is easy to check that this de�nition iswell de�ned up to rational equivalence.If X is smooth, there is an intersection pairing de�ned on the Chow group ofX , making the Chow group a ring. This pairing can be de�ned, for example, usingSerre's de�nition given in the Introduction. If d is the dimension of X and � and �are elements of CHi(X) and CHd�i(X) respectively, we let � �� denote the degreeof the intersection product of � and �.



CONSTRUCTING MODULES OF FINITE PROJECTIVE DIMENSION WITH PRESCRIBED INTERSECTION MULTIPLICITIES32.2. K-groups. We will only be concerned with K0, the Grothendieck group ofobjects where relations are given by short exact sequences. There are two maincases. If X is a smooth scheme, we consider the group K0(X), which is the freeabelian group on the set of coherent sheaves with relations given by short exactsequences. If X is not smooth, K0(X) will denote the K-group where the objectsare perfect complexes. A perfect complex is a complex that is quasi-isomorphic toa bounded complex of locally free modules. In this case, the relations are of twotypes:(1) If 0! F 0 ! F ! F 00 ! 0is a short exact sequence of complexes (that is, the sequence is exact ineach degree), then [F ] = [F 0] + [F 00]:(2) If f : F ! G is a quasi-isomorphism, then [F ] = [G].If X is smooth, then this de�nition agrees with the other one, using the fact thatevery coherent sheaf has a �nite locally free resolution.We now state a version of the existence theorem of Roberts and Srinivas.Theorem 1. Let R be a graded ring such that X = Proj(R) is smooth of dimen-sion d. Let A be the localization of R at the graded maximal ideal; assume that Ais Cohen-Macaulay. Let � be an element of CHi(X) in the kernel of the hyperplanesection. Then for every graded prime ideal p such that W = Proj(R=p) has dimen-sion d� i, there is an A-module of �nite length and �nite projective dimension anda positive integer n such that�(M;A=pA) = n(� � [W ]):In many cases the integer n can be taken to be 1, so that �(M;R=p) is exactly� � [W ]. If A is not Cohen-Macaulay, one can still de�ne a perfect complex withthese properties. In fact, in general the construction produces a complex, and inthe Cohen-Macaulay case a module can be constructed from this complex.In what follows, we will let R denote a graded ring and let A denote the local-ization of R at its graded maximal ideal.To conclude this section we describe the rings and cycles under consideration inthe examples mentioned in the introduction. We use the result of Kurano [7] thatstates that if R is a graded ring as above, the Chow group of A is isomorphic toCH�(X)=hCH�(X), where h is the hyperplane section.In most of the examples we consider, the cycles are de�ned by schemes andsubschemes of the form P
m � P

n for various m and n, so we describe the Chowring of these schemes in detail. The graded ring R corresponding to P
m � P

n bythe Segre embedding is the quotient k[Xij ]=I2(Xij), where i runs from 1 to m, jruns from 1 to n, and I2(Xij) is the ideal of 2 by 2 minors of the m by n matrix(Xij). The Chow ring of P
m�P

n is isomorphic to Z[a; b]=(am+1; bn+1) (see Kurano[7]). Here a is the cycle of codimension 1 given by H � P
n and b is the cyclegiven by P �K, where H and K are hyperplanes in P

m and P
n respectively. Thecorresponding ideals of R are de�ned by the entries in one column and one row ofthe matrix (Xij). The hyperplane in the Chow group of Proj(R) is de�ned by oneelement Xij , and this ideal is the intersection of the ideals of the ideals de�ned bythe ith row and the jth column, so under our identi�cations this gives the elementa+ b in the Chow group. The class of a point is represented by the class ambn.



4 GREG PIEPMEYER AND PAUL ROBERTSIn this situation it is very easy to compute the kernel of the operator given byintersection with the hyperplane. Since the hyperplane is a+ b, an element in theChow group will be in the kernel if and only if each homogeneous component ofcodimension i is an integer multiple of an element of the formai � ai�1b+ ai�2b2 � � � �+ (�1)i+1bi;where i � m and i � n (some of the terms in this sum may be zero).We now describe the examples in detail.2.3. The example of Dutta, Hochster, and McLaughlin. In this case R =k[X;Y; Z;W ]=(XW � Y Z), so X = P
1 � P

1. We choose the cycle � to a � b, sothat the intersection with a is a2 � ab = �ab, and the degree of the intersectionis �1. In terms of the ring R, the cycle � can be chosen to be [Proj(R=(X;Y ))] �[Proj(R=(X;Z))] and the intersection with [Proj(R=(X;Y ))] is �1. Thus, by thetheorem, there is a module of �nite length and �nite projective dimension M with�(M;R=(X;Z)) = �n for some positive integer n; in fact, n can be taken to be 1in this case.2.4. The example of Miller and Singh. In this case the ring R over which theexample is constructed is k[X;Y; Z; U; V;W ]=(XU + Y V + ZW ). The projectivescheme X is a quadric and the prime p is the ideal de�ned by (X;Y; Z): The cycle� is [Proj(R=(U; V;W ))]� [Proj(R=(U; V; Z))]. (The example of a Gorenstein ringfor which Dutta multiplicity and ordinary multiplicity do not coincide is a �niteextension of this ring R.)2.5. The example of a Gorenstein ring with nontrivial Todd class of Ku-rano. In [7], Kurano showed that the ring obtained by dividing a polynomial ringin nine variables corresponding to the entries of a 3 by 3 matrix by the ideal of 2by 2 minors of the matrix is a Gorenstein ring of dimension 5 such that the com-ponent of dimension 3 of the Todd class is nonzero. This gave a candidate for aGorenstein ring where Dutta and ordinary multiplicity do not coincide. However,it was not known how of construct a module for which the two multiplicities aredi�erent. The technique of Roberts and Srinivas [12] shows that a module withthese properties does exist in this case. Here X = P
2�P

2 and the Chow ring of Xis Z[a; b]=(a3; b3). The cycle � is a2�ab+ b2. Kurano showed that ifM is a moduleof �nite length and �nite projective dimension corresponding to � as in Theorem1, the Dutta multiplicities and ordinary multiplicities of M are not equal.2.6. A cubic surface. The component of the Chow group of a cubic surface ofdimension 1 is known by classical results to have rank 7 (see for instance Hartshorne[6]). and it follows from this and from Theorem 1 that if R is the coordinate ringof a cubic surface, there are numerous examples of modules of �nite length and�nite projective dimension with di�erent intersection multiplicities for various primeideals p for which R=p has dimension 2. We do not pursue this here, but we do showthat the existence of nontrivial examples in the case of k[X;Y; Z;W ]=(XZ � YW )implies at least that nontrivial examples exist in this case also. We assume that the�eld k is algebraically closed. Let F (X;Y; Z;W ) be a homogeneous cubic equationthat de�nes a smooth surface in P
3. Then it is known that the surface contains aline (in fact, it contains 27 of them), so there are linear forms l2 and l2 such that the



CONSTRUCTING MODULES OF FINITE PROJECTIVE DIMENSION WITH PRESCRIBED INTERSECTION MULTIPLICITIES5line de�ned by l1 and l2 is contained in S, which implies that there are quadraticforms q1 and q2 such that F = l1q1 + l2q2:If the four elements did not generate an ideal primary to the maximal ideal,by the Leibniz rule a nonmaximal prime would contain all the partial deriva-tives of F , and S would not be smooth. Thus we can map the generators ofk[X;Y; Z;W ]=(XZ�Y W ) to l1; q1;�l2; q2 and taking the tensor product over thismap will transform whatever example we had over k[X;Y; Z;W ]=(XZ � YW ) toone over k[X;Y; Z;W ]=(F (X;Y;X;W )). Note that we can do this for any line onthe surface, and we get examples so that the intersection with any line is nonzero.3. Outline of the constructionWe outline the main steps in the construction. We recall that we are startingwith a cycle � in the Chow group of X with zero intersection with the hyperplaneand ending with a module of �nite length and �nite projective dimension with thesame intersection with a given module of the form R=p.There are four steps to the construction. They are:(1) Finding an element in the K-group of X that corresponds to the elementof the Chow group. Since an element of the Chow group will be a linearcombination of elements of the form [Proj(R=p)], where p is a graded primeideal of R, it might look reasonable to take the same combination of theclasses of the coherent sheaves de�ned by the R=p in K0(X). However, thiswill not work in general; the main problem is that the element of K0(X)de�ned in this manner will not be in the kernel of intersection with thehyperplane in K0(X) (we give an example below). The way to proceed ingeneral is to use the inverse of the Riemann-Roch map, which de�nes anisomorphism K0(X)Q ! CH�(X)Q. In special cases there are also simplermethods that can be used; we discuss one of these below.(2) Taking appropriate hyperplanes and representing the element as zero in theK-group.Essentially, in this step we �nd a concrete representation of the relationsof the intersection of our class in the K-group of X with the hyperplanethat show that it is equal to zero. This will consist of a set of short exactsequences such that when the corresponding relations in the K-group aretaken all terms cancel.(3) Lifting the short exact sequences to perfect complexes by taking partialresolutions and lifting.This is the most di�cult step and will be explained in full in a latersection. The main idea is a sfollows. The relations from step 2 are in X ,and involve modules that de�ne coherent sheaves that have �nite locally freeresolutions (since X is smooth) but are not of �nite projective dimension.These are approximated by maps of perfect complexes that agree with theoriginal ones up to complexes with homology of �nite length.(4) Going from a perfect complex to a module.This process was �rst developed by Foxby [2] and was also explained indetail in Roberts and Srinivas [12]. In this paper we do not carry out thisstep.The remainder of the paper is devoted to explaining and working out these steps.



6 GREG PIEPMEYER AND PAUL ROBERTS4. Constructing an element on the K-group of XAs outlined above, the �rst step of the construction is to start with a cycle on Xthat is in the kernel of the hyperplane in the Chow group of X and to use that theRiemann-Roch map is an isomorphism between K(X)Q and CH(X)Q to �nd a cor-responding element in K0(X). As mentioned above, replacing a linear combinationof integral subschemes by the corresponding combination of coherent sheaves doesnot work in general. One property that is necessary but is not necessarily satis�edby this element of K0(X) is that it must be in the kernel of the hyperplane. Theinverse image under the Riemann-Roch map will be in the kernel of the hyperplanesection and will agree with this element up to components of lower dimension.We will use the notation [R=p] for the class of the coherent sheaf de�ned by R=pin K0(X) and denote the corresponding class in CH�(X) by [Proj(R=p)].In general the Riemann-Roch map may be hard to compute, but in our casesall the cycles are equal, as schemes, to products of the form P
m � P

n, and theimage under the Riemann-Roch map is known in this case. In fact, if we denote thehyperplane in the Chow group of the factors to be a and b respectively as above,then the image of the class of P
m � P

n is Q(a)m+1Q(b)n+1, whereQ(X) = X1� e�X :(For a proof of this equality see Kurano [7].) In the examples we use this formulafor various subschemes.We work out our examples.4.1. The example fo Dutta, Hochster, and MacLaughlin. Here the class[Proj(R=(X;Y ))] � [Proj(R=(X;Z))] is in the kernel of the hyperplane and is infact the image under the Riemann-Roch map of the class [R=(X;Y )] � [R=(Y; Z)]of K0(X). The intersection of this element of K0(X) with the hyperplane canbe computed by intersecting the �rst term with the element Z and the secondwith Y (since both of these elements have degree one), giving [(R=(X;Y; Z))] �[(R=(X;Z; Y ))], which is clearly zero.4.2. The Miller-Singh example. In this example we can also take the obviouselement [j(R=(U; V;W ))]� [(R=(U; V; Z))]; intersection with Z in the �rst term andW in the second shows that the intersection with the hyperplane in K0(X) is zero.4.3. The Kurano example. Here X = P
2 � P

2 and the cycle is a2 � ab+ b2. Inthis case the obvious choice of cycle in K0(X) does not work, and we work out thisexample in detail. Let R = k[Xij ]=I2 where the Xij are the entries of the matrix24 X11 X12 X13X21 X22 X23X31 X32 X33 35and I2 is the ideal generated by the 2 by 2 minors of this matrix. The element a2 ofthe Chow group corresponds to the ideal generated by the entries of two columnsof the matrix, which we take to be the �rst two. The subscheme correspondingto this quotient is Proj(k[X13; X23; X33]), which is P
2. The element b2 is similarand is de�ned by the ideal generated by the �rst two rows. The element ab isde�ned by the ideal of entries in the �rst row and �rst column; the subscheme isProj(k[X22; X23; X32; X33]=(X22X33 �X32X23)], which is P

1 � P
1.



CONSTRUCTING MODULES OF FINITE PROJECTIVE DIMENSION WITH PRESCRIBED INTERSECTION MULTIPLICITIES7If we attempt to intersect the element of the K-group de�ned by the correspond-ing combination of coherent sheaves, the best strategy is to take the hyperplanesde�ned by X13 for a2, X22 for ab, and X31 for b2. This gives[k[X23; X33]]� [k[X23; X32; X33]=(X32X23)]] + [k[X32; X33]]:This expression is not zero in the K-group; there is a short exact sequence0! k[X23; X33](�1) X32! k[X23; X32; X33]=(X32X23)]! k[X32; X33]! 0;but the di�erence [k[X23; X33](�1)]� [k[X23; X33]] = [k[X33]] is not zero in K0(X),so the above expression is not zero.One way around this is to use the element[k[X23; X33](�1)]� [k[X23; X32; X33]=(X32X23)]] + [k[X32; X33]]:This has all the necessary properties; in particular, the above short exact sequenceshows that the intersection with the hyperplane is zero.In general, the solution to this problem is not so simple, and we briey outlinehow the general procedure works in this case. To keep notation simple, we denotethe the coherent sheaf corresponding to the cycle aibj by AiBj . We denote theRiemann-Roch map by � .We recall that the Riemann-Roch map sends the class of P
m�P

n toQ(a)m+1Q(b)n+1.Using that A2 is P
2, AB is P

1 � P
! and so on, we obtain�(A2) = a2(1 + 32b+ b2); �(AB) = ab(1 + a)(1 + b);�(B2) = b2(1 + 32a+ a2); �(A2B) = a2b(1 + b);�(AB2) = ab2(1 + a); and �(A2B2) = a2b2:Using these expressions, it is not di�cult to compute that the elementA2 �AB +B2 � 12(A2B +AB2)maps to a2 � ab+ b2 and can be used in the construction.We note that in this notation the element derived previously isA2(�1)�AB +B2 = A2 �AB +B2 �A2B:This gives a di�erent element of theK group, but both have the correct componentsin dimension 2 and are in the kernel of the hyperplane, so either one can be used.5. Transforming the intersection with the hyperplane into aperfect complex.We assume now that we have an element � of K0(X) whose intersection withthe hyperplane is zero. We can write � in the form� =Xai[R=pi(ni)];for some graded prime ideals pi and some rational numbers ai and integers ni.The intersection of � with the hyperplane in K0(X) is taken by choosing an ele-ment yi of degree 1 that is not in pi for each i and taking the elementPai[R=(pi; yi)].In this section we show how to replace R=(pi; yi) by a perfect complex that reducesto R=(pi; yi) in U = Spec(R) � fmg. To simplify notation, we drop the subscriptsand denote pi by p and yi by y.



8 GREG PIEPMEYER AND PAUL ROBERTSThe reason this is not a simple process is that R=pi will usually not have �-nite projective dimension. The main technique is suggested by a construction ofThomason and Trobaugh [14] and involves taking a partial resolution of R=p andusing maps de�ned on the tensor product of this resolution with a truncated Koszulcomplex. We now explain this construction in detail.Let x1; : : : ; xm be a sequence of homogeneous elements in m and let K =K(x1; : : : ; xm) be the Koszul complex on these elements. We de�ne the complexK+ = K+(x1; : : : ; xm) by letting K+i = Ki+1 if i � 0 and Ki = 0 if i < 0. Inother words, we remove K0 and shift the other degrees by one. Let E be a gradedtruncated resolution of R=p; that is, we have a resolution F of R=p be graded freeR-modules and a positive integer k so that Ei = Fi for i � k and Ei = 0 for i > k.The boundary maps in K+ and E are induced by those of K and F respectively.Lemma 1. Let E and F be complexes. Suppose we have, for each subset I = f1 �i1 < i2 < � � � < ik � mg of f1; 2; : : : ;mg, a map �I : E ! F [k] such that for eachI we have dF�I = kXj=1(�1)jxij�I�fijg + (�1)k�1�IdE :Assume also that �; = 0. Then the �I de�ne a map of complexes f : K+
E ! F .More precisely, for each I = f1 � i1 < i2 < � � � < ik � mg let bI be the standardbasis element of K+k�1. Then, if e 2 En, we letfn+k�1(bI 
 e) = �I(e):Proof. The proof is a matter of unraveling the complex K+ 
 E and checkingthe conditions for a map to be a map of complexes. Let bI 
 e be as above. Wehave fn+k�2dK+
E(bI 
 e) = dK+(bI) + (�1)k�1bI 
 dE(e)= fn+k�2(X(�1)jxij bI�fxijg 
 e+ (�1)k�1bI 
 dE(e)=X(�1)jxij�I�fxij g(e) + (�1)k�1�I (dE(e))= dF (�I(e)) = dF (fn+k�1(bI 
 e)):We note that if I = fig has one element, the condition states that df�i = �idE ,which states that �i is a map of complexes.To motivate the construction, we note �rst that if x1; : : : ; xm generate an m-primary ideal, then the Koszul complex on x1; : : : ; xm is exact on U = Spec(R) �fmg, and this implies that the map from K+ to R de�ned by the boundary mapfrom K1 to K0 = R is a quasi-isomorphism on U . Thus we can tensor this mapwith E and obtain a map � : K+
E ! E that is a quasi-isomorphism on U . (Wecould also de�ne this map using the above Lemma by letting �i = multiplicationby xi and letting �I = 0 for jI j > 1.)The aim of this section is to represent the quotient R=(p; y) by a perfect complex.The �rst approximation to R=p is the complex E, its graded truncated resolution.This complex has nonzero homology in two degrees, 0 and k. If we could split Einto a direct sum of two complexes, each with homology in one degree, we couldtake the map y in degree 0 and the identity in degree k, and the associated mappingcone would solve the problem. Usually, however, that will not be possible. Whatwe do instead is to split the above map from K+ 
 E to E; that is, we show that



CONSTRUCTING MODULES OF FINITE PROJECTIVE DIMENSION WITH PRESCRIBED INTERSECTION MULTIPLICITIES9it is a sum of two maps, one of which is zero in low degrees and the other in highdegrees and use this decomposition to construct the desired perfect complex. Wedenote this natural map from K+ 
E to E by �.We assume that E is a graded resolution of R=p truncated in degree k, and thatx1; : : : ; xm is a sequence of homogeneous elements of R of positive degree that gen-erate an m-primary ideal of R. We note that since Proj(R) is smooth, (R=p)(x) has�nite projective dimension over the ring R(x). (Here, following standard notation,R(x) denotes the ring of homogeneous elements of degree zero in the localizationRx.)In the next Lemma we denote E(�n) the complex E with the grading on eachmodule in the complex shifted by �n.Lemma 2. Let E be a projective resolution of R=p truncated at k for some integerk. Let x be a homogeneous element of R of positive degree, and let i be an integergreater than or equal to the projective dimension of (R=p)(x) and less than k. Thenthere exists an integer n such that multiplication by xn from E(�n) to E can bewritten as a sum �0 + �00, where(1) �0 and �00 are maps of complexes that are maps of graded modules in eachdegree,(2) �0j = 0 for j < i and �0 = multiplication by xn for j > i,(3) �00j = 0 for j > i and �00 = multiplication by xn for j < i.Proof. Since i is greater than or equal to the projective dimension of (R=p)(x),and E(x) is a projective resolution of (R=p)(x) up to a degree k greater than i,(E(x))i splits into a direct sum Im(di+1)(x) �M , where d denotes the boundarymap on E and M is a submodule that maps injectively into (E(x))i�1. Takingthe projections onto Im(di+1)(x) and M respectively and clearing denominators,we obtain a decomposition of the map given by multiplication by xn on Ei into asum f 0 + f 00, where dif 0 = 0 and f 00di+1 = 0. We now de�ne �0 and �00 by letting�0j = xn for j > i, f 0 for j = i, and 0 for j < i and letting �00j = 0 for j > i, f 00 forj = i, and xn for j < i.We next combine the maps given by Lemma 2 to split the natural map � fromK+ 
E to E.Proposition 1. Let E be a graded resolution truncated in degree k as above. Letx1; : : : xm be a set of homogeneous elements of R of positive degree, and let i bean integer such that i is greater than the projective dimension of E(xj) for eachj and k > i + m. Then there is a positive integer n such that the natural map� : K+(xn1 ; : : : ; xnm)
E ! E splits into a sum � = �0 +�00, where(1) �0j = 0 for j < i and �0j = �j for j > i+m,(2) �00j = 0 for j > i+m and �00j = �j for j < i.Proof. We construct �0 and �00 by constructing maps �0I and �00I as in Lemma 1using induction on the number of elements of I , which we denote jI j. At each stepin the induction we may change the integer n. We begin with the maps �0j and �00jgiven by Lemma 2. Then, since �0i is either 0 or xi except in degree i, we have thatxn�0j � xj�0n has a nonzero component only in degree i, and similarly for �00.We now construct, for each I = fi1 < � � � < irg of fi1; : : : ; img, maps �0I and �00Ifrom E to E[k� 1] such that each map is zero except in degree i and, denoting thecomponents of �0I and �00I in degree i by f 0I and f 00I respectively, we have



10 GREG PIEPMEYER AND PAUL ROBERTSf 0IdE = 0 and dEf 0I =X(�1)jxijf 0I�fijg;and similarly for f 00I . Lemma2 says that we have maps satisfying these propertiesfor r = 1. Fix r, and assume that we have such maps for all smaller values of r.We then have dE(X(�1)jxijf 0I�fijg) = (X(�1)jxijdEf 0I�fijg)=XX(�1)j+lxijxilf 0I�fij ;ilg = 0;since each term appears twice, with opposite signs. Hence, since E is exact in degreei+r�2, we can lift the mapP(�1)jxijf 0I�fijg and �nd a map satisfying the secondof the required conditions. To satisfy the �rst condition, we localize by invertingxi1xi2 � � �xir and considering the part of degree zero in the graded localization.Since i+ r � 1 is greated than the projective dimension of E(xi1xi2 ���xir ) and i+ ris smaller than k, the degree where the complex is truncated, the complex is splitexact at this point. Therefore we can �nd a map satisfying also f 0IdE = 0 by usingthe splitting and clearing denominators. We assume that we have done this for eachset I with jI j = r, and that m is su�ciently large so that it su�ces to multiply by(xi1 � � �xir )m to de�ne the map f 0I for all I . If m > 1 we replace the maps �0i1;:::;isby xm�1i1 � � �xm�1is �0i1;:::;is for s < r.We let �00I = ��0I for each I . The resulting set of maps will now satisfy therequired properties.We can now de�ne the complex we want.De�nition 1. We let C(p; y) denote the mapping cone of the map �0 + y�00 fromK+ 
E to E de�ned above.It is clear that C(p; y) is a perfect complex.Lemma 3. There is a map from C(p; y) to R=(p; y) that is a quasi-isomorphismon U .Proof. The complex C(p; y) in degree 0 is just E0, and its homology is thecokernel under the sum of the images of the map from E1 ! E0 and that fromK+ 
 E0 ! E0. The cokernel of the �rst map is of course R=p and the image ofthe second map in this cokernel is the ideal generated by the yxj , which is equal tothe ideal generated by y on U .The homology in the rest of C(p; y) is determined by that in degree k in E.Since the natural map is a quasi-isomorphism on U and the maps in homology indegrees � k are the same as those induced by the natural map, the homology of themapping cone is zero in these degrees on U . Hence our map is a quasi-isomorphismon U . 6. Building the complex from the piecesAs we have discussed, the fact that the intersection of our element ofK0(X) withthe hyperplane is zero implies that the modules R=(pi; yi) above �t into short exactsequences such that the corresponding alternating sum of terms that occur in thesesequences is zero. The �nal step in the construction of the complex is to replacethe maps by maps from complexes tensored with truncated Koszul complexes ina manner similar to that in the previous section and replace the exact sequences



CONSTRUCTING MODULES OF FINITE PROJECTIVE DIMENSION WITH PRESCRIBED INTERSECTION MULTIPLICITIES11by appropriate mapping cones. We do not work out this formalism in general butdescribe two examples in detail.6.1. The example on k[[X;Y; Z;W ]]=(XW�Y Z). In this case we have two ideals
p1 = (X;Y ) and p2 = (X;Z) and homogeneous elements y1 = Z and y2 = Y suchthat R=(p1; y1) = R=(X;Y; Z) = R=(X;Z; Y ) = R=(p2; y2):Thus C(p1; y1) and C(p2; y2) are isomorphic on U , and we can �nd a map fromK+
C(p1; y1) to C(p2; y2) that is a quasi-isomorphism on U for K+ the truncatedKoszul complex on some sequence of homogeneous elements of m that generate an
m-primary ideal. (A proof of this fact can be found in Thomason-Trobaugh [14].The mapping cone of this map will have homology of �nite length and will satisfythe desired conditions.In the last section of the paper we describe a much more e�cient method toconstruct the complex in this case.6.2. The example of Kurano. We also describe the case suggested by Kurano.In this case the fact that the intersection with the hyperplane is zero is expressedby a short exact sequence involving the three terms. As described earlier, we let
p1 be the ideal generated by the �rst two columns of the matrix (Xij), p2 the idealgenerated by the �rst row and the �rst column, and p3 the ideal generated by the�rst two columns. The element of K0(X) is [R=p1(�1)]� [R=p2] + [R=p3]. We lety1 = X13; y2 = X22, and y3 = X31. We then have a short exact sequence0! R=(p1; y1)(�1) �! R=(p2; y2)! R=(p3; y3)! 0:This means that there is a quasi-isomorphism � from the mapping cone of � toR=(p3; y3). We let ~� be a map from K+ 
 C(p1; y1) to C(p2; y2) that restricts to� on U . We then let ~� be a map from the cone on ~� tensored with an appropriatetruncated Koszul complex to C(p3; y3) that restricts to � on U . The mapping coneof ~� will then have the right intersection properties.7. Proof that the construction gives the correct result.In this section we show that the above construction gives a complex with thecorrect intersection properties. First we recall the process used in the proof inRoberts and Srinivas [12].Let � be an element of K0(X) in the kernel of the hyperplane section. The�rst step in the proof in [12] is to push this element forward into K0(Y ), whereY = Proj(R[T ]) with T an indeterminate of degree 1 and where X is embeddedinto Y as Proj(R[T ]=(T )). A computation shows that this element of K0(Y ) goesto zero on Y �fpg, where p is the point de�ned by the maximal ideal of R in R[T ],and the theorem of Thomason and Trobaugh [14] then implies that it is equal inK0(Y ) to the class of a complex supported at p. The �nal step is to restrict thiselement to K0(A), where A is the localization of R at the graded maximal ideal.To prove that the complex we have constructed is correct, we have to show that itis the restriction to Spec(A) of a complex that is supported at p and whose class inthe K-group of Y is the same as the pushforward of the original element of K0(X).We prove this result with one further assumption, that in x1; : : : ; xm we have mgreater than the dimension of R. We then have the following result:



12 GREG PIEPMEYER AND PAUL ROBERTSLemma 4. Let E be a perfect complex on Y . Then, if K+ = K+(x1; : : : ; xm),where the xi are homogeneous elements of R and m > dim(R), we have the equality[K+ 
R E] = [E] in the K-group of Y .Proof. We show that if K is the whole Koszul complex on x1; : : : ; xm, thenK 
 E is the class of zero, which is equivalent to the statement of the Lemma. Itsu�ces to show that the class of K 
R R[T ] itself is zero. To see this, we note thatK 
R R[T ] is built up out of copies of OY (n) for various n, and its class in theK-group of Y depends only on the degrees of the elements xi. Since m > dimR, wecan choose m homogeneous elements of R[T ] of the same degrees that generate anideal primary to the irrelevant maximal ideal of R[T ]. The support of this complexin Y is empty, so its class is clearly zero.The element we begin with in the general construction is a combination of classesof the form [R=pi(ni)]. The image of this class in the K-group of Y is the class ofR[T ]=(pi; T )(ni). We assume for simplicity of notation that ni = 0; this does nota�ect the proof. The main part of the proof here is to show that there is a complexwith support at p that de�nes the same element in the K-group and restricts in theK group of R to the complex C(pi; yi) de�ned in the previous sections. We note (afact already used) that any complex with support contained in (T ) is perfect on Y ,since Proj(R[T ]=T = Proj(R) is smooth and the embedding of X in Y is a regularembedding.In the remainder of this section we use the notation E and K+ to denote theextensions E 
R R[T ] and K+ 
R R[T ].The procedure we use involves de�ning complexes on Y that reduce to the givencomplex when T is set equal to 1. We �rst note that the mapping cone of the mapT times the natural map from K+ 
 E to E is equal to the mapping cone of themap T�00 + yi�0 in the K-group, since they are mapping cones on maps betweenthe same two complexes (with the same gradings). We denote these complexesC(pi; T; T ) and C(pi; T; yi) respectively. Note that C(pi; T; yi) becomes C(pi; yi) ifT is set equal to 1.Lemma 5. For each i we can �nd a perfect complex Qi and maps i : Qi !C(pi; T; T ) and �i : Qi ! C(pi; T; yi) such that(1) Qi is supported at TR[T ].(2) The mapping cones on i and �i have homology supported at p except indegree zero.(3) We have [R[T ]=(pi; T )] = [C(pi; T; T )� [Qi] in K0(Y ).(4) There is a map from the mapping cone on �i to R[T ]=(pi; yi) that is anisomorphism up to homology supported at fpg.Proof. We �rst examine the homology of the mapping cones more closely.The complex E has homology H0 in degree 0 and Hk in degree k; the rest of thehomology is zero. Let F be the mapping cone of T times the natural map fromK+ to R[T ]. Let  be the embedding of Hk into E. Then, since F is a complex offree graded modules,  induces maps from F 
Hk to C(pi; T; T ) and to C(pi; T; yi)that induce isomorphisms in homology in degrees � k. We denote these maps ~ .Let K be the Koszul complex on x1; : : : ; xm. Then F is identical to K exceptthat the map from K1 to K0 is de�ned by x1; : : : ; xm while that from F1 to F0is de�ned by Tx1; : : : ; Txn. Consider the submodule (x1; : : : ; xm)Hk of F0 
Hk.



CONSTRUCTING MODULES OF FINITE PROJECTIVE DIMENSION WITH PRESCRIBED INTERSECTION MULTIPLICITIES13The image if this submodule in homology is annihilated by T , so there is a perfectcomplex Qi and a map from Qi to F 
 Hk that induces an isomorphism fromthe homology of Qi to (x1; : : : ; xm)Hk=(x1; : : : ; xm)THk: We let i and �i be thecompositions Qi ! F 
Hk ! C(pi; T; T )and Qi ! F 
Hk ! C(pi; T; yi)respectively.It is clear that Qi is supported at TR[T ]. To prove the second condition, we notethat if we de�ne the map from F to K by taking multiplication by T in degrees� 1 and the identity in degree zero, it induces an isomorphism in homology exceptin degree zero, where it induces multiplication by T . The kernel of multiplicationby T is the quotient (x1; : : : ; xm)Hk=(x1; : : : ; xm)THk, which is quasi-isomorphicto Qi. Hence the homology of the mapping cones of i and �i in degrees � m areisomorphic to the homology of K
Hk. Thus the homology of these mapping conesis supported at fpg except in degree 0, proving (2).To prove (3), we note �rst that , by an argument similar to that of the previousparagraph, there is a map from C(pi; T; T ) to F 
H0 that induces an isomorphismin homology in degrees � m, and there is a map from F 
H0 to K
H0 that is anisomorphism in homology except in degree zero, where the cokernel is H0=TH0 =R[T ]=(pi; T ). Furthermore, by Lemma 4, the classes of K 
 H0 and K 
 Hk arezero in K0(Y ). Hence we have[C(pi; T; T )] = [F 
H0] + [F 
Hk[k]]= [K 
H0] + [R=(pi; T )] + [K 
Hk[k]] + [Qi]= [R=(pi; T )] + [Qi]:This proves part (3). Part (4) follows from the above statements and an argumentsimilar to that in Lemma 3.We now complete the proof. Let C(�i) denote the mapping cone of �i. From theabove Lemma, each C(�i) is a resolution of R=(pi; yi) on U . Hence, as we did forthe C(pi; yi), we can �nd maps from truncated Koszul complexes tensored with theC(�i) so that the result of taking the associated mapping cones, which we denote~C, is supported at p. Since the complex ~C is built from the C(�i) by the sameprocedure as the complex in section 6 was built from the C(pi; yi), to deduce that~C de�nes the correct class in K0(Y ), it su�ces to show that(1) C(�i) becomes quasi-isomorphic to C(pi; yi) after setting T = 1, and(2) [C(�i)] = [R=(pi; T )] in K0(Y ).To see the �rst statement, we note �rst that C(pi(T; yi)) becomes C(pi; yi) whenT is set equal to 1. Since [C(�i)] = [C(pi(T; yi))] � [Qi] and Qi is supported atTR[T ], this proves (1).The second statement follows from the equalities[C(�i)] = [C(pi; T; yi)]� [Qi]= [C(pi; T; T )]� [Qi] = [R=(pi; T )]by Lemma 5.



14 GREG PIEPMEYER AND PAUL ROBERTS8. Example: the case of k[X;Y; Z;W ]=(XW � Y Z) worked out in detail.While the previous sections described a general method for constructing com-plexes, the results are unwieldy and not as e�cient as they might be. In this sectionwe describe a better procedure in the case where R = k[X;Y; Z;W ]=(XW � Y Z)that, while following the same general idea, gives a simpler result.In this case the element of the K-group that we begin with is [R=(X;Y )] �[R=(X;Z)]. The general method would be to take truncated resolutions of each ofthese terms and then to takethe cones on natural maps from their tensor productswith truncated Koszul complexes that can be split into sums. Finally, we would takeanother map on the complexes tensored with more truncated Koszul complexes togive the complex we want. Instead, we take another complex that is close to beinga resolution but, like the truncated resolution, is not exact in two places; however,this complex will have support strictly smaller than that of the simply truncatedresolution. A consequence of the fact that the support is smaller is that we can useKoszul complexes on fewer elements, leading to a more manageable result. We nowwork out the details.To begin, we let EY denote the complex0! R 2

4

ZX 3

5! R2 2

4

�Y WX �Z 3

5�! R2 h X Y i! R! 0and let EZ denote the complex0! R 2

4

YX 3

5! R2 2

4

�Z WX �Y 3

5�! R2 h X Z i! R! 0:We describe the computations on EY ; those on EZ are similar. The homology ofEY is R=(X;Y ) in degree 0 and R=(X;Z) in degree 2. LetK+ denote the truncatedKoszul complex on W;Y +Z; note that these elements generate the maximal idealin both R=(X;Y ) and R=(X;Z).The next step is to split multiplication by W and by Y +Z into a sum satisfyingthe properties of Lemma 2. We recall that the splitting in general is begun bydecomposing multiplication by xnj on Ei into a sum for certain n and i. In this casewe take i = 1 and n = 1. The splitting of multiplication by W is done using thedecomposition � W 00 W � = � W 0�Z 0 �+ � 0 0Z W � :This decomposes multiplication by W on EY into the sum of the two maps0 // R "ZX#

//W
››

R2"�Y WX �Z#

//

"W 00 W#

››

R2 [X Y]
//

"W 0�Z 0#
››

R //0
››

00 // R "ZX#

// R2"�Y WX �Z#

// R2 [X Y]// R // 0and



CONSTRUCTING MODULES OF FINITE PROJECTIVE DIMENSION WITH PRESCRIBED INTERSECTION MULTIPLICITIES150 // R "ZX#

//0
››

R2"�Y WX �Z#

//

"0 00 0#
››

R2 [X Y]
//

"0 0Z W#

››

R //W
››

00 // R "ZX#

// R2"�Y WX �Z#

// R2 [X Y]// R // 0Similarly, the decomposition� Y + Z 00 Y + Z � = � Y �W�X Z �+ � Z WX Y �gives a decomposition of multiplication by Y + Z into a sum of two maps. Wedenote the two maps on EY decomposing multiplication by W by �0W and �00W , andthose for Y + Z by �0Y+Z and �00Y+Z .Since the Koszul complex we are using is on only two elements, there is onlyone more step in constructing the maps from K+ 
 E to E, and that is to lift thedi�erences (Y + Z)�0W �W�0Y+Z and (Y + Z)�00W �W�00Y+Z :We have(Y + Z)�0W �W�0Y+Z = (Y + Z) � W 0�Z 0 ��W � Y �W�X Z �= � ZW W 2�Z2 �WZ � = � �Y WX �Z �� 0 0Z W � :Thus the map from E to E[1] inserted to make the maps from K+ 
 E to Ecompatible is given by the matrix � 0 0Z W � from E1 to E2 and zero elsewhere.Note that the condition that dE�012 that arose in the proof of Proposition 1 holdsin this case. The corresponding map for �00 will, as in the general construction, begiven by the negative of this matrix, or � 0 0�Z �W � :



16 GREG PIEPMEYER AND PAUL ROBERTSWe now, denoting the two maps from K+ 
EY to EY by �0Y and �00Y , take themapping cone of the sum �0Y+Z�00Y . This is the representation ofR=(X;Y )=ZR=(X;Y )by a perfect complex. The result is the mapping cone of
0 // R 2

6

6

6

4

�WY + Z�Z�X 3

7

7

7

5

//0
››

R2 �R2
2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

Z 0 �W 0X 0 0 �W0 Z Y + Z 00 X 0 Y + Z0 0 Y �W0 0 �X Z 3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

//[Y + Z W 0 0]
››

R4 �R22

6

6

6

6

6

4

�Y W 0 0 �W 0X �Z 0 0 0 �W0 0 �Y W Y + Z 00 0 X �Z 0 Y + Z0 0 0 0 �X �Y 3

7

7

7

7

7

5

//

"Y + Z 0 W 0 0 00 Y + Z 0 W Z � Z2 W � ZW#

››

R4 �R //0 // R "ZX#

// R2 "�Y WX �Z#

// R2 //

// R4 � R"X Y 0 0 �W0 0 X Y Y + Z#

//

" Y + Z2 �W + ZW W 0 0�X +XZ Z + Y Z �Z + Z2 ZW 0#
››

R2 //[Y Z + Z2 ZW]
››

0
// R2 [X Y]

// R // 0(In this diagram we identify the modules R4�R and R2 at the right of the top rowwith those on the left of the bottom row.)The mapping cone of the above map of complexes is then the complex C(p1; y1) =C(X;Y ); Z) of the general construction; while the complex EY that we used hereis not exactly the same as the truncated complexes in the general case, the restof the connstruction is identical. The complex C(p2:y2) = C((X;Z); Y ) is de�nedsimilarly as the mapping cone of �0Z + Y �00Z ; in fact, by the symmetry of thesituation it su�ces to interchange Y and Z in C((X;Y ); Z).The �nal step is to take the mapping cone of a map from K+ 
 EZ to EY fora suitable truncated Koszul complex K+. In this case, since both C((X;Y ); Z)and C((X;Z); Y ) have support in Spec(R=(X;Y; Z)), it su�ces to take a Koszulcomplex on one element, a power of W . The homology of both complexes has�nite length everywhere except in degree zero, where the homology modules areR=(X;Y; Z2; ZW ) and R=(X;Z; Y 2; Y W ) respectively. It follows that we can �nda map of complexes that lifts multiplication by Wm for some m, and the mappingcone of the resulting map from C(X;Z); Y ) to C(X;Y ); Z) will have homology of�nite length. Let C denote this mapping cone. We now show directly that C willhave the required intersection multiplicity.We will show that �(R=(Z;W ); C) = �1. Since C is de�ned as the mappingcone of a map from C((X;Z); Y ) to C((X;Y ); Z), it su�ces to show that�(R=(Z;W ); C((X;Y ); Z))� �(R=(Z;W ); C((X;Z); Y )) = �1:To accomplish this, we tensor the diagrams for the maps �0Y + Z�00Y and �0Z +Y�00Z with R=(Z;W ) and compute the homology. This is rather tedious, but, sinceafter tensoring wtih R=(Z;W ) we are left with fairly simple complexes with entriesin a polynomial ring in two variables, it is not terribly di�cult. We let S =



CONSTRUCTING MODULES OF FINITE PROJECTIVE DIMENSION WITH PRESCRIBED INTERSECTION MULTIPLICITIES17R=(Z;W ) and let k be the residue �eld of S. Tensoring the diagram de�ning themap �0Y + Z�00Y with R=(Z;W ) and taking homology in the rows we obtain0 0 S=XS � k k k � k0 0 S=XS 0 kTo complete the computation we need to compute the vertical map in the third posi-tion. The element of homology that generates the component S=XS is (0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0),and computing its image we obtain Y in the lower copy of S=XS. Thus weare left with k in each row in the third column, and the Euler characteristic ofC((X;Y ); Z)
R=(Z;W ) is 1� 2 + 2� 1 = 0.If we carry out the same computation tensoring C((X;Z); Y ) with R=(Z;W )(which we do by tensoring C((X;Y ); Z) with R=(Y;W ), so now S = R=(Y;W )),we obtain 0 0 k k � k S=XS � k0 0 0 k S=XS:In this case the vertical map from S=XS to S=XS in the �fth column is multipli-cation by Z2. Hence the Euler characteristic is 2� 2 + 2� 1 = 1. Thus the Eulercharacteristic of C 
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